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On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft Summary & Study Guide includes detailed chapter This Study Guide consists of
approximately 30 pages of chapter summaries, quotes, Stephen King offered a great deal of advice to aspiring writers.

The most important of these are grammar and vocabulary. On adverbs: Your man may be floundering in a
swamp, and by all means throw him a rope if he is. Plot For King, the 3 elements to a story are narration,
description and dialogue â€” meaning plot is not one of them. All 3 parts are equally instructive and
compelling. There is a common theme running through his life, and that theme is writing. I found Nightmares
and Dreamscapes to be reasonable, littered with some good and some bad stories. One day Stephen King got
the idea to write a story about a young woman with telepathic ability. At this point Stephen King suggested
that a writer give their new work to a number of friends to read, considering their suggestions when doing a
final draft. Good description usually consists of a few well-chosen details that will stand for everything else.
His routine is 2, words a day about 10 pages unfailingly. Get rid of adverbs and add in clarifications where
necessary. Also, try and avoid flashbacks wherever possible. But I did read it when I was much younger and
had a shorter attention span, and the book was probably beyond my comprehension level at that age. Writing
Courses King generally does not find writing courses to be very helpful on the whole as the creative flow
tends to get stopped. These criteria will not make good writers great or bad writers competent, but it can make
good writers out of merely competent writers. Again, I find this to be a generalization and not much more than
a subjective view. It shuts out the rest of the world and the distractions, and lets people know you are working
and you are serious. Tabitha set up a workspace for Stephen King in their home's back hall. Reading your own
work with a pair of fresh eyes is extremely important. This I wholeheartedly agree with, because especially for
writing novices it can be daunting to ask others to read your work. The fifth and final section, "On Living: A
Postscript", discusses the accident in in which King was struck by a van while walking down Maine State
Route 5. In June , King reread the uncompleted draft and became determined to finish it. Writing is refined
thinking. When Stephen King was hit by a blue Dodge van in , he thought he might never write again. People
love to read about work. Loathes them. The only way to improve your vocabulary is to read more. Except we
are together. By the time you step into your new writing space and close the door, you should have settled on a
daily writing goal.


